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ISTATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to build an instrument that
Vvould measure achievement of the pupils in seventh grade math-
ematics for the New Bedford Course of Study. It was hoped that
such an instrument when item analyzed and refined, would be
valuable in pointing to the strengths and weaknesses in the
present plan, and help in planning for future classes.
In view of the fact that this is an achievement test to
be used as a diagnostic measure it should:
1. Identify the number of pupils who have actually a-
chieved growth in seventh grace mathematical understandings.
2. Bring into prominence the work that has been well mas-
tered or inadequately mastered.
3. Aid in the proper selection and organization of mate-
rial for remedial work.
Such a test administered at the completion of a year’s
wr ork can be, and is of great value to any teacher who will make
use of her findings for the benefit of her future classes in
mathematics. It would provide a teacher with a means of locat-
ing weak spots in the learning situations of the various topics
required in the seventh grade mathematics course in New Bedford.
This information once secured would indicate to a teacher where
1

to put the emphasis in teaching seventh grade mathematics , for
she would then be in a position to guide pupils in an intelli-
gent study and solution of their mathematical difficulties.
2
Test construction technique employed, involved the con-
struction of items, the administration of the test to two hun-
dred fifty pupils, and a study of differentiating value and dif
ficulty of each item prior to its selection in the test.
BACKGROUND OK RESEARCH
The value of such mathematics tests have been recognized
and approved in the Educational Bulletin ,f 9^, published by the
California Test Bureau, for it states that:
"Although lack of adequate mental maturity is sometimes
a limiting factor, usually the most significant obstacle to
progress is failure on the part of the teacher to identify the
unmastered elements and to assist pupils in making lists of
their specific needs as a guide to intelligent study. Y/hen
both teachers and pupils know exactly what is to be done, all
of the varied resources of methods and proceedures may be fo-
cused on these pupil needs."
Obviously, the progressive mathematics teacher will make
a genuine effort to locate the causes of pupil failure in her
classes by administering both diagnostic and achievement tests
during the course of the school year, and then use the infor-
mation that the results disclose, to aid her students in mas-
tering the weaknesses they are shown to possess.
^Educational Bulletin No. 9 , "Identifying Difficulties in
Learning Arithmetic", California Test Bureau, 5916 Hollywood
Boulevard, Los Angeles 28, California, 1945, p. 2
<
3The fact that, according to this same Bulletin^, "The va-
riability in understanding and skill in mathematics increases
continuously as pupils proceed through the elementary and sec-
ondary school grades i.e. the gap between the poorest and best
pupils increases", is cause enough for the junior high teacher
to at least make an attempt to eliminate some of the confusion
that must be present in the minds of the low achievers. This
valuable step toward improved arithmetic understandings is best
attempted by testing each individual pupil to learn his
strengths and weaknesses. Only when the teacher has this vital
information can she do her part to narrow the existing gap be-
tween the two groups of learners.
Brueckner and Orossnickle^ in their discussion of achieve-
ment tests state that knowledge of the characteristic differ-
ences between good and poor achievers in arithmetic, obtained
by the administering of such tests is valuable to the teacher
as a basis of guidance and diagnosis.
In another recent study by Micheels and Tarns'- on this
same subject, the authors declare that, "The informal written
achievement examination remains one of the most important of
the several devices used to measure student progress."
^Ibid.
, p. 7
^Brueckner, Leo J. and Poster 2. Grossnickle , "How to Take
Arithmetic Meaningful 11 , John C. Kinston Company, Philadelphia,
1147, p. 417
•^Micheels, W.J. and M. Ray Tarns, "Construction of Written
Achievement Tests", Ind, Arts and Vocational Education , 32:
269-74, 307-12, s-0, 1943
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4Goetting1 believes testing to be one of the important
phases of a teacher’s work, whether it is to measure the prog-
ress of students, the efficiency of teaching, or the general
success of the school. An achievement test, he says, may be
used to determine promotion of pupils, to determine whether
pupils have met the minimum standards, or to decide whether
the content of a subject has been mastered.
Every person in the teaching field will attest to the
importance of testing pupils on subject matter taught, for the
primary purposes that Goetting mentions.
Thus we find outstanding educators who are in agreement
as to the usefulness and real needs of administering some form
of informal diagnostic or achievement examination to pupils in
order to locate their specific strengths and weaknesses. If
they are properly constructed, these tests can be of inestima-
ble value, for their chief service lies in their powrer to de-
termine the points at which instructional adjustments must be
made
.
Hawke s
,
Lindquist, and Mann~ state that if general
achievement tests are to be of any functional value, each of
the items must be missed by some pupils but not by all. How-
ever, in diagnostic tests they feel it is legitimate to in-
clude any items about which information concerning the achieve-
^Goetting, II. L. , "Teaching in the Secondary School "
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Hew York, 1942, p. 285
Hawke s
,
H.H. , E.F. Lindquist, C.R. Mann , " The Construction
e nd Use of Achievement Examinations ", Houghton, Mifflin Co.,
- Bob ton « 1936. . . ... ^ =
c
ment of pupils is desired. As a result they say that some of
the most important items of achievement are of least function-
al value in a general achievement test.
The above statements are applicable to the test construc-
ted by the writer, for this instrument was given to test the
achievement of pupils, but was also used as a diagnostic meas-
ure. Several items in the test proved to have no functional
value as they were definite information desired on needed
skills acquired.
Tiegs^, an outstanding authority on testing, has little
use for teacher-made tests which he states only serve to con-
fuse teachers as well as pupils. Pew teachers he thinks, have
adequate appreciation of the essential specific objectives to
be attained, and on which the development of test items is de-
pendent. He believes that it is much better to give one or
two properly validated diagnostic tests during a semester than
a host of poor teacher-made tests. The development of valid
diagnostic tests require the best efforts of specialists, and
according to Tiegs, we should leave that work to them.
One cannot but agree with Tiegs as to the uselessness of
presenting poorly constructed tests to pupils, but it is dif-
ficult to believe that the well-planned informal test construc-l
ed by an experienced instructor in mathematics, and adapted to
the local Course of Study, would not be a useful instrument to
J Tiegs, Ernest V/.
,
Educational Bulletin 18 , "Educational
Diagnosis", California Test Bureau, 5916 Hollywood Boulevard,
Los Angeles 28, California, 1948, n
.
_8

her in supplying worthwhile information by revealing pupil
strength and weakness in the field of subject matter she wish-
es to test.
6
Wilson, Stone, and Dalrymple1 on the contrary, apparently
do not consider that only standardized tests should be given to
determine the achievement of pupils, for they assert that tests
cannot be helpful unless they are properly constructed. Sev-
enth grade percentage and interest they designate as drill and
state that they should have checking for mastery. However,
they propose that any competent teacher can do this testing
without using a standardized test. They conclude that, "The
fact that they are standardized through statistical treatment
does not improve their quality. If the basic elements of a
test are wrong to start on, they are still wrong after being
given the standardizing treatment."
Most experienced mathematics teachers will agree with this
line of thought, for they are cognizant of the fact that a
standard test suitable for use in every section of the U.S.
would be an impossibility, as environments vary. Courses of
study must be flexible and adapted to meet the needs of each
particular community. It often, therefore, is much more mean-
ingful and valuable for teachers to construct informal tests
that will measure more accurately than a standardized test,
what they specifically desire to measure.
Wilson, Guy M. , Mildred B. Stone, and Charles 0. Dalrymple,
" Teaching the Hew Arithmetic ", McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc
Mew York, 1939, pp.379, 393
• )
..
€
In opposition to Tieg’s belief, Greene, Jorgensen, and
Gerberich1 also maintain that,
"Although properly const
tests are superior in certain
tions, they will probably nev
means of measuring the result
attainment. The teacher free
instrument adapted to a parti
emphasis which has been given
a particular class. The info
s true ted bv the tea.cher to fi
has been receiving is the obv
ructed standardized educational
respects to teacher-made examina-
er entirely displace them as a
s of teaching as indicated by pupi!
uently has need for a measuring
cular course of study, or to the
to the subject in the teaching of
rmal objective examination con-
t the instruction which the class
ious answer."
The conclusions that one gathers from the foregoing state-
ments, with the exception of Tieg's, are that informal diagnos-
tic or achievement tests can be very useful instruments if pre-
pared intelligently and administered for the definite purpose
of locating, and then aiding in the elimination of weak spots
in the pupils’ learning situations.
Greene, Harry A., Albert V. Jorgensen and J. Raymond Gerberi
"
H
easurenent and Evaluation in the Secondary School "
,
Longmans
,
Green L Co., ITew York, 1943, pp. 151-152
-
.
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PLAIT OP STUDY
In constructing this mathematics test for G-raae Seven, the
Hew Bedford Course of Study was consulted and the minimum re-
quirements followed, so that all required topics would he inclu-
ded. The contents of the test were chosen to meet the follow-
ing objectives that seventh grade teachers in this city would
bear in mind when teaching the required course of study.
1. To provide pupils with an understanding of the follow-
ing vocabulary used in relation to seventh grade mathematics.
sum per cent denominate number
difference equivalents estimate
minuend decimal annex
subtrahend marked price average
remainder discount numerator
multiplicand rate of discount denominator
multiplier selling price approximate
product amount of sales reduction
dividend commission factor
divisor net proceeds cancellation
quotient profit successive
digits loss trade discount
graph meter list price
8
.
9net price semi-circle equilateral triangle
principal arc right angle
rate of interest formula isosceles triangle
s cale radius cubic inch
horizontal diameter parallelogram
vertical circumference trapezoid
perpendicular capacity rectangular solid
intersecting degree pair of compasses
parallel base obtuse
protractor height acute
square inch dimensions volume
angle unit height ) same
)
altitude )meaning
2. To develop an understanding of meaning of words
"per cent of".
3. Ability to express per cents (correctly a.nd with
understanding) in their decimal and fractional form.
4. To provide skill in finding per cents of numbers.
5. To obtain skill in writing U.S. money correct to the
nearest cent.
6. To test student’s ability to use the following short
cuts in their ner cent work.
- i
25% - i
15% - f
100/ - 1
=1/10
20% - 1/5
40/ t 2JL5
60% - 3/5
80^ - 4/5
50% - 3/10
12%% = 1/8
51%% ~ 3/8
62%% - 5/8
81%% = 7/q
3 1/5% = 1/12
33 1/3/ = 1/3
66 2/3/ = 2/3
16 2/3/ = 1/6
83 1/3/ = 5/6
6 1/4 = 1/16
‘5
.
. , ,
.
. J
’
.
—
'
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7. To aid pupils to memorize the above fractional equiva-
lents of common per cents.
3. Ability to find what per cent one number is of another
9
.
To recognize the difference between first and second
case percentage.
10. To apply use of percentage in problem solving when
teaching commission, discounts and profit and loss.
11. Ability to work problems involving second case per-
c entage
.
12. To gain skill in performing second case per cent
examples by learning function of word "of" in each problem.
13. To gain skill in the use of successive discounts.
14. To enable pupils to obtain net price by either of
two methods that have been taught.
15. To teach well the meaning of i = p r t
16. To aid pupils to interpret and use with understanding
the mensuration formulas of this grade.
17. To clarify the meaning of words "perimeter" and "area"
18. To provide problems illustrating common need for find-
ing perimeter and area.
19. To know what a parallelogram is and how to find its
area.
.
20. To teach students the methods of reducing common
measurements to higher or lower form.
21. To teach pupils how to use a protractor.
I.
.
(
r
22. To enable students to distinguish the three kinds
of common triangles from one another, (right triangle, isosce-
les triangle, and equilateral triangle.)
23. To find the area of triangles.
24. To learn the difference in form of the acute, obtuse
and right angle.
25. To enable pupils to find the circumference and area
of circles with understanding.
26. To help pupils to use cubic measure intelligently.
27. Provide problems with life situations to supplement
the various forms of measurement presented, so as to aid pu-
pils in the mastery of the subject.
28. To obtain some skill in the interpretation of simple
line, bar, and circle graphs.
29. to enable students to comprehend the reading of gas
and electric meters and to understand the figuring of tne rate

Outline of Test
TEST I TERCEiMTAOS
a. Changing per cents to decimal and fractional equiva
lents and vice versa.
b. Finding per cents of numbers
1. by decimal method
2. by fractional equivalents
c. Finding what % one number is of another
1. per cent of increase or decrease
d. Finding interest
1. for years, for days
2. exact interest
3. rate of interest
TEST II
a
.
b
.
c .
d.
e
f
g.
h.
i
j •
PROBLEMS IE PERCENTAGE (12 problems)
finding % of a number (2)
net price (single discount)
commission
% of decrease
profit
net price (successive discount)
rate of interest
net proceeds
rate of discount
finding rate per cent (2)
.r
TEST III GENERAL IKFORMAT IOF Measurement, Vocabulary,
A.
B.
C.
D.
TEST LV
a.
b
.
c .
b.
e
f
g.
h.
i
Formulas
,
Graphs
1. finding perimeter
2. finding area of rectangle
3. finding circumference
4. circle graph
5. changing from lower to higher denomination
6. scale interpretation
7. testing vocabulary and formulas
True and False Test
(testing vocabularjr
,
formulas)
Matching Test
(testing vocabulary, formulas)
Interpretation of a Line Graph
PROBLEMS IN MEASUREMENT (12 problems)
area of rectangle
changing from lower to higher denomination (4)
volume
area of triangle
circumference
kilowatt hours
perimeter
area of circle
parallelogram
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This preliminary test consisted of one hundred forty-nine
items and was divided into four sections as shown by the out-
line. It was administered at the close of the school year to
two hundred fifty pupils, homogeneously classified in ten
classes at the Roosevelt Junior High School. Two seventh grade
mathematics teachers each gave the test to five classes during
four class periods of fifty minutes each.
Of the seventy-six words listed in the seventh grade math-
ematics vocabulary, eleven were review words of previous grades,
and were not considered in the construction of the test. Fifty-
eight of the remaining words were used one or more times to
formulate the problems of the test. Only seven of the listed
words were not included, but others commonly used in the work
of this grade and not found in the vocabulary list were sub-
stituted. The word "trapezoid" was omitted because it was not
listed unaer the minimum requirements of the Course of Study.
Omitted words Added words
trade discount nearest cent
unit increase
rectangular solid decrease
trapezoid interest
amount of sales regular price
equilateral triangle perimeter
s emi -circle area
square foot
(
Van Engen
1
writes that the child’s ability to interpret
problems is very dependent upon his understanding of the mathe-
matics vocabulary employed. Duncan^ also feels just as strong-
ly that, "Appreciation of situations and meanings of words are
essential to a meaningful solution of problems dealing with any
application of percentage."
Therefore, in full agreement with these views, the prob-
lems used in Test II and Test TV were constructed by the writer
so that both the required vocabulary and the skills in performing
the solution of a problem would be utilized. Thirteen w'ords
listed in the seventh grade vocabulary were given a dominant
place in the twelve problems which the pupils were asked to
solve in Test II. In Test IV, eight more of these words were
included in the wording of the problems.
In Test I, which consisted of sixty-five items, there were
seven separate divisions, and therefore, seven individual marks
were allowed and the average for the test as a whole, was then
figured. Test III had sixty items and was divided into four
sections, and this was scored in the same manner as was used
for Test I. Tests II and IV consisted of twelve problems each,
and but one score was obtainable on either set.
Van Engen, Lela G.
,
"Measuring Arithmetical Achievement",
condensation of the author's thesis submitted for the Master's
Degree at University of Io 1. a in July, 1942. Mathematics
T eacher
,
Vol. 37, 1944, pp. 217-218
O
^Duncan, Myrtle, "Meaningful Symbols in Mathematics" as a
Better Preparation for Jr. and Sr. High School Mathematics,"
Mathematics Teacher
,
Vol. 32, 1932, ITo . 4, p. 118
c
16
I. Q,. scores were recorded, for all pupils in the tested
group. From the twro hundred fifty scores obtained, the fifty
papers showing the highest achievement, and the fifty papers
showing lowest achievement were selected for the purpose of
comparing the achievement of these two groups.
By use of the Edgerton1 Tables, an item analysis of each of
9
the one hundred forty-nine items was undertaken. F. C. Mills
states that "a reasonable criterion for a true difference would
be a difference that would occur by chance once in a hundred
times or less frequently. The difference in units of the stand,
ard error corresponding to a probability of one one-hundredth
is 2.576." Therefore, this Critical Ratio of 2.576 v/as used as
a level of significance for items showing a true difference be-
tween the students who understood and did items correctly and
the students who did poorly.
^Edgerton's Tables ("Table of Standard Error and Probable
}
Errors of Percentages for Varying "umbers of Cases")
,
Journal
o f Annlied Psycholo yy , 10: 378-391, September, 1926
'ETills, Frederick C., " Statistical Methods ", Henry Holt <$ Co,
Hew York, 1938, p. 471
..
.
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I ANALYSIS CL DATA
Item Analysis . A critical ratio of each individual item
in this mathematics test was figured by comparing the number
right in the upper fifty cases and the lower fifty cases.
Table I shows the critical ratio of each of these one hundred
forty-nine items.
In Test I on percentage, twenty-two of the sixty-five
items have no testing significance. Many of these, especially
in Parts 1, 2, and 3, had no functional value because they were
not missed by any pupil in the upper group. This was perhaps
due to the fact that certain things had been learned or cer-
tain skills had been acquired by all the pupils in the group,
but were included because in a diagnostic test of this type,
it is information that the teacher requires. In Part 3, item
10 in this test was poorly placed on the page and, therefore,
omitted by many students The critical ratio was obtained by
calling it incorrect if not attempted, and as a result it does
not reveal a true difference.
Twelve problems in percentage were given in Test II and
eleven of these proved to be statistically significant and,
I therefore, valid test items.
Test III, a General Information Test on measurements, vo-
cabulary, formulas, and graphs, was divided into four sections.
17

Section I revealed nine articles of the fourteen given, as sig-
nificant. Section IT had twenty-four true and false items and
only fifteen of these provided a worthwhile difference. Item
fourteen in this group showed that the lower group achieved
better scores than did the upper group, and so should be dis-
carded as a poor item. Section III, a matching test, had
twelve items and ten of these proved to be statistically sig-
nificant. The fourth section required the reading of a line
graph, and eight of the ten questions showed a very satisfac-
tory degree of difference between the abilities of tne two
groups compared.
Test IV was composed of twelve problems in mensuration
and every problem revealed a true difference in achievement
between the good and poor students.
The distribution of total scores obtained on the Achieve-
ment Test in Mathematics by these two groups, is presented in
relationship to I. Q. scores in Table II.
(
19
TABLE I
ITEM ANALYSIS
Test I--Percentage
Part T S
Ex. Upper Lower Upper Lower Diff
.
S E Diff.
P1
Critical
Ratio
*2
1. 100% 94% .000120 .001156 6% 3.5 1.71
2. 100^ 38^ .000120 .002116 12% 4.7 2.55
3. 100% 94% .000120 .001156 6% 3.5 1.71
4. 100% 90% .000120 .001764 10% 4.3 2.32
5. 100% 86% .000120 .002401 14% 5.0 2.80 *
6 . 98% 68% .000400 .004356
-60% 6.8 4.41 *
7. 94% 80% .001156 .003219 14% 6 .
6
2.12
3. 98% 82% .000400 .002916 16% 5.7 2.80 *
9. 92% 62% .001444 .004761
-60% 7.8 3.84 * r
10. 100% 84% .000120 .002704 16% 5.3 3.01 *
Part II
1
.
100% 96% .000120 .000784 4% 3.0 1.33
2 98% 88% .000400 .002116 10% 5.0 • 2.00
3. 92% 66% .001444 .004489 26% 7.7 3.37 *
4. 94% 66% .001156 .004489 28% 7.5 3.73 *
P
^ • 96% 76% .000784 .003600 20% 6.6 3.03 *
••
’
•
.
•
. .
.
.
» «
:
.
• .
•
. .
.
. •
* •
.
•
.
.
•
TABLE I--continued.
ITEM ANALYSIS
2
Part ITT S_E
Ex. Upper Lower Upper Lower Biff. S I5 Biff.
Pi P 2
C R
1 . 98$ 84$ .000400 .002704 14$ 5.5 2.54
o
* 100% 92$ .000120 .001444 8$ 3 . 9 2.05
3. 100% 84$ .000120 . 002704 15$ 5.3 * 3.01
4 . 100% 100$ .000120 .000120 0$ 0 0 .
5. 100% 92$ .000120 .001444 8$ 3.9 2.05
6 . 98% 96$ .000400 .000784 2$ 3.4 « 588
7. 100% 96$ .000120 .000784 4$ 3.0 1.33
8. 98% 90$ .000400 .001764 8$ 4.6 1.73
9. 100% 76$ .000120 .003600 24$ 6.1 * 3.93
10. 86% 48$ .002401 .005041 38$ 3.6 * 4.41
Part IV
1 . 100% 96$ .000120 .000784 4$ 3.0 1.33
2. 100% 96$ .000120 .000784 4$ 3.0 1.33
3. 18% 38$ .003431 .004761 40$ 9.0 * 4.44
4. 98% 32$ .000400 .002915 16$ 5.7 * 2.80
5. 94/o 64$ .001156 .004624 30$ 7.6 * 3.94
6 . 38$ 52$ .002115 .005041 36$ 8.4 * 4.28
7 . 100$ 66$ .000120 .004489 34$ 6.7 5.07
8. 94$ 72$ .001156 .003969 22$ 7.1 * 3.09
9. 100$ 96$ .000120 .000784 4$ 3.0 1.33
10. 100$ 83$ .000120 .002116 12$ 4.7 2.55
. ‘
j
•
, .
.
.
'
4
•
.
. .
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TABLE I--continued
I
ITEiY ANALYSIS
Part V S jli
Ex. Upper Lower Upper Lower Diff. S I5 Diff.
Pi ID
C R
p 2
1 . 10Of 80% .000120 .003219 20% 5.8 3.44*
2. lOOf 82% .000120 .002916 18% 5.5 3.27*
3. 100% 78%' .000120 .003481 22% 6.0 3 . 66*
4. lOOf 80% .000120 .003219 20% 5.3 3.44*
5. 98% 66% .000400 .004489 52% 6.9 4.63*
6 . 98f 72% .000400 .003969 26% 6 .
6
3.93*
7 . lOOf 74% .000120 .003844 26% 6.3 4.11*
8. 94f 62% .001156 .005041 42% 7.3 5 • 38*
9. 94f 62% .001156 .004761 52% 7.7 4.15*
10. 10Of 58% .000120 .004900 42% 7.0 6.00*
Part VI
1 . 92% 88% .001444 .002116 4% 5.9 .67
2. 94% 70% .001156 .004225 24% 7.3 3.28*
3 . 92f 74% .001444 .003844 18% 7.2 2.50
4. 92# 72% .001444 .003969 20% 7.3 2.74*
5. 92% 80% .001444 .003219 12% 6.8 1.76 i
6. 100% 76% .000120 .003600 24% 6.1 3.934
7 . 92% 62% .001444 .004761 50% 7.3 3
.
84*
8. 96% 64% .000734 .004624 52% 7.3 4.384
9.
=== 4 -
98% 74% .000400 .003844 24% 6.5 3 . 69-*
10. 100% 78% .000120 .003431 22% 6.0 s•to
'.
.
.
.
.
,22
TA33LE I--continued
im: atalys is
j
P
art YI I S E2
Ex. Upper Lower Upper Lower Diff
.
S E Diff.
Pi P 2
C R
1 . 93# 90# .000400 .001764 CO 4.6 1.74
2. 98% 80# .000400 .003219 18# 6.0 3.0*
3. 86% 50# .002401 .005041 36# to•CO 4.18*
4. 90% 62% .001764 .004761 28# 3.0 3 . 50*
•- • 98% 83% .000400 .004761 60# 7.1 8.45*
6 . 16% 26% .003600 .003844 50# 8.6 5.81*
7 . 33% 43# .002116 .005041 40# •CO 4.76*
8. 90% 62# .001764 .004761 to 00 8.0 3 . 50*
9. 66% 24# .004489 .003600 42# 8.9 4.72*
10. 82% 4# .002916 .000784 78# 6.7 11.64*
V.
.
,
.
TABLE I
ITEM ANALYSIS
Test II--Percentage Problems
S E2
Ex. Upper Lov^er Upper Lower Diff
.
S E Biff.
- 1 Po
c R
"2
1. 1005 13% .000120 .003481 22% 6.0 3 . 66*
2. 1005 12% .000120 .003969 23% 6.3 4.44*
3. 1005 56% .000120 .004900 44% 7.0 6.28*
4. 925 24% .001444 .003600 63% 7.1 9.57*
5. 965 445 .000784 .004900 52% 7.5 6.93*
6 . 96% 825 .000784 .002916 14% 6.0 2.33
7. 93% 44^ .000400 .004900 54% 7.2 7.50*
3. 92% 63% .001444 .004356 24% 7.6 3.15*
9. 38% 43% .002116 .005041 40% 8.4 4.76*
10. 100% 22% .000120 .003431 18% 6.0 13.00*
11. 96% 43% .000784 .005041 43% 7.6 6.31*
12. 96% 20% .000784 .003219 16% 6.3 12.06*
..
'
:
’
.
e

. £ . 'I . 1C
.
,
.
.
' ;
.
. .
’5
• •
*
.
rc .
,
«
•
•
•
•
•
TABLE I
ITEM ANALYSIS
Test III--General Information
Part II (continue d) S E^
Ex. Upper Lovs er Upper Lower Diff
.
S E Biff.
Pi P 2
C R
6. 82% 60% .002916 .004761 22% 8.7 2.52
7 . 10% 66% .004225 .004624 64% 9.4 3.61*
8 . 82% 66% .002916 .004900 26% 8.8 2.95*
9. 100% 16% .0001 0 .003600 24% 6 . 1 3.93*
10. 96% 16% .000784 .003600 20% 6.6 3 . 03*
11. 100% 66% .000120 .004489 64% 6.7 5.07*
12. 98% 66% .000400 .004489 62% 6.9 4.63*
13. 84% 62% .002704 .004761 22% 8.6 2.55
14. 64% 84% .004624 .002704 20% 8.5 2.35
15. 96% 80% .000784 .003219 16% 6.3 2.54
16. 100% 60% .000120 .005041 60% 7.1 7.04*
17. 96% 80% .000784 .003219 16% 6.3 2.54
H 00 • 100% 88% .000120 .002116 12% 4.7 « C *.
19. 10% 42% .004225 .004900 28% 9.5 2.94*
20. 16% 62% .003600 .005041 24% 9.3 2.58*
21. 98% 18% .000400 .003481 20% 6.2 3.22*
22. 88% 10% .002116 .004225 18% 7.9 2.27
23. 94% 62% .001156 .004761 62% 7.6 4.21*
24. 100?? 86% .000120 .002401 14% 5.0 2.80*

TABLE I
ITEM ANALYSIS
Test III--General Information
Bart III S E^
Ex. Upper Lower Upper Lower Diff. S E Diff.
p l
C R
v 2
1 . 92^ 10% .001444 .004225 22% 7.5 2.93 f
2 . 80% 62% .003219 .005041 28% 9.0 3.11 (
3. 96% 38% .000784 ,004900 68% 7.5 7 . 73 e
4. 10% 66% .004225 .004439 4% 9.3 .43
5. 100% 18% .000120 .003431 22% 6.0 3.66 <
6 . 98% 60% .000400 .004761 38% 7.1 5.35 f-
7. 100% 12% .000120 .003969 to 00 6.3 4.44 f-
8
. 92% 66% .001444 .004900 36% 7.9 4.55 f-
9. 86% 62% .002401 .004761 24% 8.4 2.35 f-
10. 100% 14% .000120 .003844 26% 6.3 4 . 12 (
11. 84% 66% .002704 .004900 28% 8.7 3.21 (•
12. 98% 92% .000400 .001444 6% 4.3 1.40
Part IV
1
.
98% 86% .000400 .002401 12% 5.3 2.26
2. 100% 66% .000120 .004489 34% 6.7 5 . 07 ^
3. 92% 62% .001444 .004761 30% 7.8 3.84 <
4. 92% 62% .001444 .005041 40% 8.0 5.0 (•
5. 90% 38% .001764 .004761 62% 8.0 6.5 (
. *
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TABIE I
ITSr ANALYSIS
Test III--General Information
Part TJ (continued) 3 E‘
Ex. Upper Lower Upper Lower Diff
.
S E Diff. „P1 p2
C R
6. 735 205 .003431 .003219 585 3.1 7.16*
7. 865 345 .002401 .004439 525 3.3 6 . 26*
8. 645 165 .004624 .002704 435 8.5 5.64*
9. 985 305 .000400 .003219 185 6.0 3.0 *
10. 325 635 .002916 .004356 145 8.5 1.64
r. .
%
.

,
TABLE II
Relationship of I.S. to Test Scores
Lower 50 . Arithmetic Mean 93.72 S.D. 9.29
Higher 50
. Arithmetic Mean 115.24 S.D. 8.64
Test Scores
Arithmetic Mean Standard. Leviati
Upoer Lower Upper Lower
Test I 95.58 78.24 3.08 14.64
Test II 96.2 51.36 5.35 16.55
Test III 88.94 60.54 5.33 11.76
Test IV 92.3 35.92 6.53 15.27

IV
SUMMARY Al'ID CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was the construction of a mathe-
matics test related to the New Bedford Course of Study that
would satisfactorily measure achievement in the teaching of
seventh grade mathematics.
The data obtained from this testing were analyzed statis-
tically and the following conclusions were derived from the in-
formation obtained:
1. The complete test contained 149 items and only 41 or
27.5^ of these failed to show a significant difference.
2. Part I, Part II and Part III in Test I, had many items
not showing a significant difference because they were needed
skills that all had learned, but were included for diagnostic
information
.
3. Part III in Test I was too simple for both good and
poor students and needs reconstruction.
4. Certain sections of Test I and Test III offered but
little challenge even to pupils having low I. Q.
5. The test was not of sufficient difficulty for the pu-
pils of high mentality as determined by item analysis.
6. Item 10, in Part III of Test I was poorly placed on
test page and, therefore, was omitted by many pupils.
Students having superior mentality did well on the
problem solving tests.
30
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8. In Test I, Part 6, both items 3 and 5 relating to Ob-
jective #5 need rewriting as they were too easily done by both
good and poor achievers and as a result did not prove valid
items, binding 12h% of $250.75 and finding of $75.25 cor-
rect to the nearest cent would probably strengthen the value of
these items considerably.
9. Example 1 in Part 7 of this same Test would become a
valid item if it were composed of somewhat larger numbers.
96 is what % of 240? is suggested. This meets Objective #8.
10. One item such as item 6 in Test II, which covers Ob-
jective #10, needs reconstruction by either changing to a more
difficult per cent, or to a larger amount of money on which to
figure the commission. A commission rate of 12% would improve
this item.
11. In Test III, which covers general information, item
2 in Part 1, needs more emphasis placed on its teaching. It
is a vocabulary word in Objective #1.
12. Items 6 and 7 in this same Test III, relating to form-
ulas and covering Objective #16, need rewriting as they offered
no challenge at all to pupils of high achievement.
13. Item 11, a test on vocabulary in this Test III, Part I,
should be eliminated and a more difficult item substituted.
14. Item 12, covering Objective #19 needs more study as
the analysis shows that both groups failed to do well on its
solution
.
i<
15. Test III, Part II, item 2, reveals a v/eakness in
knowledge relating to area, and so Objective $17 needs more
stress placed on it. Item 14 should be rewritten, as the poor
group did much better on this item than the upper group. It
pertains to the same Objective. Item 22 proves that a clearer
understanding of formulas is necessary.
16. Item 4 in Test III, Part III should be rewritten as
both groups failed to know this vocabulary word.
0
VLIMITATIONS
This study has definite limitations because it was admin-
istered to only two hundred fifty students in one school, and
this situation narrows considerably the opportunity for better
comparison. The reliability of this instrument could have
been increased had the tests been given to all the seventh
grades throughout the city and under the supervision of just
one teacher. The results thus obtained would have more accu-
rately identified the items on which seventh grade students in
general, need more teaching emphasis, and those items that are
readily mastered.
In building this instrument, allowance was made for the
differences in mentality by using only the minimum require-
ments of the Course of Study. Many of the examples consisted
of simple numbers, with this same idea of caring for the pupil
of low achievement. Therefore, as a result the pupils of su-
perior ability were not provided with enough problems of a
challenging nature.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1.
The validated items could be used to construct an im-
proved test along with the development and validation of more
items to give the test a higher validity.
2. The revision, on the basis of statistical data, of all
items revealing low validity, would greatly improve the quality
33
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and value of the test.
3. The substitution of examples based on the maximum re-
quirements of the Course of Study, for all items that proved
to have a low Critical Ratio due to the ease of solving, would
definitely increase the validity of the test.
4. The test could be given to all seventh grade students
in the city.
>
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APPENDIX

COURSE OF STUDY IF MATHEMATICS
SEVENTH GRADE
The fundamentals should be given in test form at least
once a week with practice work betw-een tests. See Improvement
Tests and Practice Tests in Strayer-Upton
.
MIFIMUM KAXIMUM
I. Fundamentals
Integer, common and decimal
fractions
a. Checks
Addition-add opposite way.
Subtraction-add subtrahend to
(3 wk. ) remainder.
Kultiplication-by division.
Division-by multiplication.
b. Short cuts
I'ultiplication ~by 10, 100, 1000
Division by 10, 100, 1000
Have pupils keep
tests in a folder
Provide scuared paper
and a model of a line
graph.
Let those who wish
keep a record on a
graph.
II. Percentage
Fote: EMPHASIZE PER CELT OP means UUFDREDTHS TUBS ,
e.g. 39f, means .39 times
T
a. Meaning of per cent.
b. Expressing per cent as
(l wk. ) hundredths and vice versa.
c. Finding per cents of numbers
by multiplication by dec-
imal form.
d. Application of percentage to
problem solving
1. Commission
2. Single discount
3. Gain or Loss
Fote: Feep these solutions in
decimal form.
In t t .s. Money teach com-
putation to nearest cent.
Optional now-Required
under Tonic 7
22^
3i
li
4*
O?
7°
%
%
%
.
22g-
. 03^
•oif
.04
1
33
..
C
25/ -i- 20/ -1/5 12// -1/8 33 1/3/ -l/3 8 1/3/ -1/12
50/ -} 40/ -2/5 37// -3/8 66 2/3/ -2/3 6 / / -1/16
75/ 60/ -3/5 62// -5/8 15 2/3/ -1/6 10/ -1/10
100/ -1 30/ -4/5 37// -7/8 83 1/3/ -5/6 30/ -3/10
e. Short cuts in percentage.
Memorize above equivalents.
(2 wk.
)
Apply to problems as in "d"
Much oral v.rork.
Proving that these
equivalents are true
as given in the list.
f. Finding what per cent one
number is of another,
e.g. 15 is what oer cent of 25?
(2 wk. 15 - 3= 60/
25 5
(This type of
.
problem to be
done by inspection.
)
e.g. $19.60
$ 245 ) 19.60
Divide immediately unless frac-
tion can be reduced to lowest
terms by inspection.
In problems of gain
and loss
,
there is an
opportunity to intro-
duce idea of amount and
difference. Ideal for
oral work.
III. MEASUREMENT.
a. Review tables of length and
surface
.
b. Rectangle - formulae
Perimeter: p - 2 (b f h)
(3 wk. ) Area : A - bh
c. Practical problems
Construction.
Use English and met-
ric units.
a. Erect perpendicu-
lars .
b. Bisect lines.
c. Construct a square.
d. Construct a rec-
tangle .
IV. Graphs . Line and Bar.
a. Interpreting graphs.
b. If graphs must be made, pro-
vide squared paper.
( 2 wk . )
Preparing graphs.
a. Prom school records
b. Prom statistics.
V. DENOMINATE NUMBERS.
a. Common tables of measures.
b. Reduction ascending and
(2 wk.
)
descending. The common units
of measure may be reviewed with
oral work in percentage.
Simole adding and
subtracting of
compound numbers.
. V .. • it
e.g. 25fj of a peck is how many
quarts ?
33 1/3% of a foot is how
many inches?
40
-
VI. GAS AKD ELECTRIC 1UETERS.
Reading meters.
(Bor informational value only.)
( 1 wk. )
Computing cost of
gas and electricity
using rates in
Lew Bedford.
VOCABULARY
This list contains terns already familiar for review, with
additional new' terms to "be introduced as the subject is taught.
In oral and written analysis of problems the right term is in-
valuable. Accurate thinking can be accomplished only with an
adequate vocabulary.
sum
diff erence
minuend
subtrahend
remainder
multiplicand
multiplier
product
dividend
divisor
quotient
digits
graph
estimate
annex
average
numerator
denominator
approximate
per cent
equivalents
decimal
nnm:
marked price
discount
rate of discount
selling price
amount of sales
commission
net proceeds
profit
loss
scale
horizontal
vertical
perpendicular
intersecting
parallel
meter
denominate number
reduction
factor
cancellation
height ) same
altitude) meaning
rAXira:
VII. EERCE1TTAGE.
a. Constant review of all equiva-
lents in oral work.
b. Binding percentages of numbers
(1 wk. ) using per cents over 100%
(1 wk. ) Successive discounts.
a. Interest
i - prt (any rate)
/, , \ Lote: Multiplying by .06 or
\ O *> « y £•
°. should be recognized as
100 identical.
finding rates over
100%
60-day method
Rate 6%
e. Binding rate per cent.
Continuing drill.
cQ
VIII. IUTUITTVE GEOMETRY
.
Rote
: ( a to e) (This type of
work is important "because
of its explorative value*
no intensive drill is neces-
s ary
.
)
a. Teach use of protractor.
b. Angles. Construct
c. Triangles
Equilateral
(4 wk. ) Isosceles
Right
d. Circle
e. Measurement
(iwk.) (
(
( 1
(2 wk.
)
(1 wk.
( 3
4
6
Review rectangle
p = 2 (b + h)
Parallelogram A -bh
Triangle A- 1/2 bh
Circle C» 2'TT’r
A- hrr2
Rectangular solid V=lwh
Problems involving the
above
.
Bisecting angles
Drawing to a scale
Drav/ing figures in
circles
.
A = h ( a b)
! H
A
TT
IX. GRAPHS
Interpretation of circle
( 1 wk
.
graphs
Construction of
circle graphs.
VOCABULARY
s uccessive
trade discount
list price
net price
principal
rate of interest
protractor
souare inch
angle
semi-circle
arc
formula
right angle
equilateral triangle
isosceles triangle
cubic inch
parallelogram
trapezoid
radius
diameter
circumference
rectangular solid
pair of compasses
capacity
aegree
dimensions
base
height
obtuse
acute
unit
volume
.
ACHIEVEMENT TEST - -
I
Percentage
DIRECTIONS: Do your work right on this page. Follow the
directions carefully. Do not stay too long on any
one example, out try to get as many right as you
can.
1. Change these per cents to decimals and then to their
fractions.! equivalents in lowest terms:
a
)
Per cents Decimals Fractions
1 . 10/
2
.
5/
3. 75/
4 . 50%
5. 66 2/3/
6. 65/
7. 4/
8.
S. 72/
10.
2. Change these fractions to decimals and then to
per cents: Fractions Decimals Per cents
1 . 1/3 '
2. 4/5
3. 1/12
4. 8/25
1/16

ACI-IIZVEIEETT TEST - -
1
Percentage
3. Change these decimals to per cents:
a) .6 - b) .45 = c) 1.5 -
d) 1.25 - e) .0625 = f) .905 =
.1 - h) 1.04 = i) .005 =
J) 2.4 =
4. Change the following to decimals or whole numbers
or inixea numbers
:
a
)
150/ - f) .40/ *
*) 200/ = g) 10-J/5 =
c ) .036/ - h) 2.1/ -
A) 112-1/5 = i) 400/ =
e ) 2.4/ - J ) 375/ =
5. Change the numbers below to per
a) H = f) 1 7/8 =
*) - s) 1 =
9
c ) 1 3/8 -
h) 1 5/6 =
A) 1 3/10 -
i) 1 -
e) 1 - 7
50
j) 2 1/3 -
,
ACHI7VEEE1TT TEST- -I
Percentage
5. Eind the following per cents of these amounts:
a") 6^ of $>720 b) 55% of^9 . 50 c) 12j$ of S250
correct to the
nearest cent.
d") 150% of $90 el 5-^% of $75 correct to nearest cent
f ) Change these per cents to fractions and
answer.
1) 25%> of 12
TJ 50% of 136
2) 00% of 70
use to obtain
3) 62i% of 32
5
)' 33 l/3/0 of 1300
rc
ACHIEVEMENT TEST--
I
Percentage
7.
a) 15 is what % of 24? b) 36 is what % of 30?
c) fTZf 400 is 165? d) Pind what per cent the 1st
number is of the second:
51 85
e) How much is §500 increased
by 20/£ of itself?
f) Pind % of decrease that th
2nd number shows over the
first number:
72 45
g) 'Shat is interest on §530
for 2^- years at ?
h) Pind interest on §250 for
180 days at 6%.
i ) Pina exact interest on §525
for 73 days at 6%.
j ) What is the rate of int-
erest, if §60 is paid for
the use ol §600 for 2 years

46
ACHIEVEMENT TEST- -II
Percentage Problems
1. Frank solved 85% of 20 problems correctly. How many
problems did he solve correctly?
2. In a test, Fred spelled correctly 18 words out of 24.
What per cent of the words did he spell correctly?
3. Twenty-seven inches is what per cent of one yard?
4. If a man earns $300 a month and saves 12-§-% of it, how
much does he save in a year?
5. V/hat will an overcoat cost if the marked price was
$65 and it is nowr to be sold at a discount of 15%?
6. A salesman whose commission was 20% of his sales, sold
a vacuum cleaner for $62.50. How7 much commission did he earn?
7. If a man’s monthly salary decreases from $175 to $140,
find the per cent of decrease.
8. Mr. Thompson bought an old boat for $35. He paid $8
to have it painted and $17 for repairs. What was his per cent
of profit or loss if he sold the boat for $72 ?
9 . Find the net price of a gas stove marked $230 less
successive discounts of 10% and 5%.
10. If the principal was $750 and the interest paid at the
end of a year was $45, what rate of interest was charged ?
11. Find the net proceeds on goods selling for $5000
,
if
a commission of 10% was allowed.
12. The selling price of skates originally marked $10.00
v.as reduced to JV8,00. What wras the rate of discount ?
. ) \ (
'I
'
• 1;'
.
.
.
ACHIEVEMENT TEST- - I I
I
GENERAL INFORMATION- -Measurement , Vocabulary,
Formulas
,
Graphs
.
DIRECT I GITS : Read examples 1 to 10 carefully. Decide which
answer given is the correct one, and then place a
check ( ) mark carefully below it.
1. A rectangular field is 26 rods long and 18 rods vide.
How many rods of wire are needed to enclose it?
1) 468 2) 108 3) 668 4) 44 5) Correct answer not given
2. A denominate number is a number that
1) describes 2) denominates 3) tells 4) measures 5) deduc ts
This garden measures 42 feet on each
side. Y/hat is its correct area?
42 ft.
1) 84 sc. ft. 2) 924 ft. 3) 1764 sq. ft. 4) 84 ft. 5) 1744 sc. : t
Free time
9 hr.
The graph at the left shows the amount
of sleep needed by a 12 yr. old boy.
How many hours a day does he have for
other things?
Sleeo
10 hr.
1 ) 9 hr.' -2) 12" hr. 3) 5 hr. 4) 19 hr. 5) 14 hr.

ACHIEVE3OTT TEST- - III
43
5. When we study the figures of a problem that we know
how to solve, we can come close to getting the correct answer
in our head. This is called the a.nsvrer.
1) guessing 2) solving 3) producing 4) estimating 5)finding
6~. P = 2(b T h") is a formula used in finding:
l)per cents 2)products 3)problems 4)proofs 5)perimeters
7. The circumference of this circle is:
a)l95 in. b)198 in. c)20 in. d)103 in.
3. How many watts equal a kilowatt hour?
a) 110 watts b)l0 watts c)l80 watts d)l000 w^atts
9~. V/hich word below is the name of a kind of triangle?
a) radius b) isosceles c) octagon d) rectangle
10. 17,000 lb. of coal written as tons becomes
a) 80 tons b) 80-g- tons c) 8-^- tons d) 85 tons
11. It travels in the same direction and is forever the
same distance apart.
a) a vertical line b ) a horizontal line c) a parallel line
'(
12
.
The height of a parallelogram is always
t o the has e
.
a) opposite To) the same as c) perpendicular d) parallel
13. If in drawing you used a scale of £ inch for 5 feet,
how long a line would represent 45 feet?
a) 22-J- in. b) 2^ in. c) 9 in. d) 4-g- in.
14. "When $7.50 is divided by 9, the approximate number
of cents is
:
a) 83 1/3 jZ' b) 30 jzf c ) 33 z
'
d) 34 /
'(
.
ACHIEVEMENT TEST- -III
DIRECTIONS: Read each statement carefully. Place a -1- sign
hefore it, if it is TRUE. Place a 0 before the
statement if it is EALSE.
1. Twelve ounces equal lb.
2. A two-cent stamp has an area of about 1 square inch.
3. A bar graph and a line graph are the same.
4. The average of 21, 36, and 36, is 33.
5. To annex a zero means to add it to a number.
6. All rectangles are squares.
7. In division the answer is sometimes less than 1.
8. All squares are rectangles.
9. A discount is more than the regular price.
10. A mile is 5280 feet.
11. Nine inches is one third of a yard.
12. To triple a number means to double it.
13. The distance 18.375 ft. to the nearest tenth is 18.4
ft.
14. The perimeter of a rectangle 7 inches long and 5 in-
ches wide is 24 square inches.
15. A square yard contains 9 square feet.
16. The diameter of any circle is half the size of the
radius
.
17. An acute angle is less than a right angle.
18. 250^ of a number is the same as 2-^ times a number.
,. -
r
.
,
.
.
.
.
19. Either 3.1416 or 3 1/7 are used to find the distance
around a rectangle.
20. A commission of b% is the same as earning 5^ on
every dollar sale.
21. An obtuse angle would contain less than 90 degrees.
p
22. The formula for the area of a circle is TT r .
23. Cancellation of a numerator and a denominator by the
same factor is a form of division.
24. 15 hundredths is the same as 15/.
Boston Unrversity
School of Educator
Library
.
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ACHIEVEMENT TEST- -II
I
»
DIRECTIONS: Place the figures found in the left-hand column
against the word or words in the right-hand column,
that "best describe it.
1. altitude
2. isosceles
3. 90 degrees
4. reduction
5. volume
6
.
protractor
r;
/ . list price
8. arc
9. capacity
10. base
11. compasses
12. meter
13. intersecting
14. formula
15. marked price
) an instrument for measuring gas
or electricity
) price of goods in a catalogue
) a part of a circle
) used in making circles
) height
) crossing through
) right angle
) cubical contents
) discount
) a triangle
) the line on which a figure rests
) C =1TD
i
.
A Line Graph
dumber of Runs Made by Roosevelts
and ITormandins in Mine Innings of
Baseball
ITormandins Roosevelts 0
Innings
DIRECTION'S : Read each question and then look at the graph to
find the correct answer. Write the correct answer
on the blank after the question.
l) How many innings were played in the game?
£) How many runs did the Roosevelts make in the third inn-
ing?
3) How many runs did the ITormandins make in the fifth inning?
4. How many times did the Roosevelts score one run?
5. Hov/ many more runs did the Roosevelts make than the Mor-
mandins in the 6th inning?
6. Hot/ many runs did the Roosevelts make in the whole
game?
7. In what inning did both teams score the same number of
runs?
3. What was the number of runs made by the ITormandins in the
whole game?
ti
S) Which team m on the game?
10) Y/hich team made no runs in four innings?
'
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ACHIEVE13EKT TEST- -IV
Eensuration Problems
1. At 3.35 per square foot how much will it cost to lay
a concrete sidewalk 5 ft. wide, and 25 ft. long, in front of
your house?
2. At the Boston track meet, one runner covered 26 miles
in 2 hr. and 25 minutes. How many minutes was this?
3. At 75^ a pound, what is the cost of a piece of bacon
weighing 3 lb. 12 ounces?
4. How many square yards are there in a strip of carpet
1-g- ft. wide and 60 ft. long?
5. Bind the number of cubic inches in a box 13 inches
long, 15 inches wide, and 7-g- inches deep.
6. Change 1230 square rods to acres.
7 . What is the area of a triangular flower bed having a
base of 3 feet and an altitude of 6 feet?
3. Bind the distance that a runner would travel around a
circular race track that has a diameter of 105 rods.
9.
Bind the cost of running a 660-watt electric heater
for 2 hours, at 60 per K.W.H.
10. At 950 per rod, what will it cost to fence your school
yard, if the dimensions are 35 rods by 23 rods?
11. What is the area of a circular skating rink whose
radius is 14 yards?
12. Hr. Bord sold a lot shaped like a parallelogram, at
$.65 a square foot. If the base of the parallelogram was 90 ft.
•ht 40 f t
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